TC209 Offshore Geotechnics

Geotechnics for Offshore Wind

Setting the scene – Phil Watson

A developer's perspective of geotechnics for offshore wind – Elisabeth Palix

An overview of ‘new’ challenges facing offshore wind – Zack Westgate

Geotechnical research to support offshore wind – Christelle Abadie

Close – Phil Watson
Offshore wind is here to stay
Geotechnics plays a critical role in project success
Much has been done, and there is much to do
Reach out if you want to engage with TC209
Next event organised by TC 209

CALL FOR SPONSORS
Contact Matthieu Blanc
matthieu.blanc@univ-eiffel.fr

CALL FOR ABSTRACTS
Open until 31st May 2024
Via ISSMGE Platform

INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON FRONTIERS IN OFFSHORE GEOTECHNICS

9TH-13TH JUNE 2025
LA CITÉ NANTES CONGRESS CENTRE
5 rue de Valmy
44000 Nantes, France